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Abstract
For certain situations we give a geometrical background for quasiclassical KP
calculations based on an explicit connection to quantum mechanics and the
collapse of coherent states to coadjoint orbits for classical operators.
1. INTRODUCTION.
Despite the fact that soliton equations such as KdV, KP, NLS, or DS of-
ten arise physically from water wave problems for example, the background
mathematics involves tau functions, wave functions, Lax operators, Grass-
mannians, etc. and has a combinatorial nature at times with many quan-
tum mechanical features. There are also many direct connections of soliton
mathematics to quantum mechanics, conformal field theory, quantum grav-
ity, strings, etc. and we mention here only [1-4;8;13;18;20;25;42;46;49] which
have some direct relation to the matters we discuss. If one looks at this back-
ground mathematics for the KP hierarchy for example one sees the variables
x = t1, and tn (n ≥ 2) arising via vertex operators in the bosonization process
in representation theory a la [20], or directly as in [9] (cf. also [8;34;46]). In
terms of the mathematics this should then be regarded as the basic meaning;
thus for example ∂ ∼ a and x ∼ a† with [a, a†] = 1. We do not dwell here
upon the origins of KP and KdV equations via algebraic curves, which should
also be regarded as another fundamental point of departure (cf. [8;30;31;38]).
It seems especially important to regard the tn, n ≥ 1, in this way since they
play different roles in different theories. For example their role in theories
of (p,q) minimal matter coupled to 2-D gravity seems no less (and perhaps
more) fundamental than their role in water waves. In such theories x plays
the role of a cosmological constant (∂ ∼ a puncture operator), the tn are
coupling constants (∼ deformation parameters), and the tau function corre-
sponds to a partition function. Thus the x, tn (n ≥ 2) do have a coordinate
1
aspect but it is not clear why techniques of fast and slow variable scaling
and averaging (which arise naturally in water wave problems), are appro-
priate here. Also, there is a sense in which one can think of the coupling
constants as emerging out of the phase space of (x, ∂) (cf. [49]) so their
coordinate nature is somewhat secondary. Another feature here is that in
passing to quasiclassical limits in physics or to dispersionless limits in water
waves via a scaling ǫtn = Tn (ǫx = X) the background mathematics passes
from quantum mechanical to classical (or quasiclassical) and the averaging
or scaling procedure has nothing intrinsically quantum mechanical about it,
nor anything geometrical. Hence we were led to try to provide an underlying
phase space or geometrical context in which to view the scaling mechanism.
In this paper we show how, in certain situations at least, the scaling can be
related to quantum mechanical procedures in [17;47] where coherent states
collapse onto a coadjoint orbit (cf. also [48]). This seems, to me at least,
much more satisfactory than thinking of fast and slow variables, or averag-
ing, which appear too mysterious as a general directive. The coherent state
idea can be carried further in the soliton context as indicated in [34;35] but
we do not pursue this here (see also comments and suggestions in section
4). We also give some further results on the semiclassical action principle of
[3;4], relating the integrand to a limit of the Sato equation of KP theory. Fi-
nally some heuristic comments are made concerning relations of the Maslov
canonical operator to dressing ideas and its possible use in quasiclassical or
dispersionless soliton mathematics.
In terms of providing a theme in our presentation we suggest starting
with the boson operators ∂ ∼ a, x ∼ a† acting on a vacuum |0 >= 1. One
creates then states via |n >= (a†)n|0 > /√n! for example or coherent states
via |z >= D(z)|0 > as in Appendix A. One is working in a Fock space Bˆ here
with no a priori reference to physics. Then one asks about classical and/or
quasiclassical objects related to Bˆ and the state vectors above. For this one
needs some sort of physical object having a classical counterpart so we create
such an object via qˆ = (a + a†)/
√
2 and ipˆ = (a − a†)/√2 with Qˆ ∼ √hqˆ
and Pˆ ∼ √hpˆ. This leads to the development in the text. Thus given g˜h
the Lie algebra generated by e1 = iPˆ /h, e2 = iQˆ/h, and e3 = i/h with
corresponding Weyl-Heisenberg group Gh = {Uh = exp[ ih(u + 12πξ)]U(π, ξ)}
where U(π, ξ) ∼ exp[ i
h
(πQˆ − ξPˆ )] ∼ D(z), z = 1√
2h
(ξ + iπ), one generates
coherent states |u >= Uh|0 >h (|0 >h being a peaked vacuum for Qˆ). This
leads to coadjoint orbits Γ = {ζ = Ad∗uζ0, u ∈ Gh, ζ0 ∈ g˜∗h fixed} and for
lim < 0|h
i
Λˆ|0 >=< ζ0, λ > (λ ∼ (π, ξ, u) in g˜h; Λˆ ∼ (πe1,−ξe2, ue3)) one
has < u|h
i
Λˆ|u >h→< ζ0, Adu−1(λ) >=< Ad∗uζ0, λ >. The variables (π, ξ)
provide coordinates on Γ and there is a symplectic structure, etc. Such oper-
ators Λˆ generate classical operators via Aˆ =
∫
dλf(λ)exp[hΛˆ] and covariant
2
symbols Ah(u) =< u|Aˆ|u >h lead to functions a(ζ) on Γ. Expectation val-
ues of h
i
Λˆ distinguish classically inequivalent states and coherent states thus
collapse to Γ via an equivalence relation. Therefore Γ provides a classical
geometric underpinning for Bˆ via the ad hoc prescription of (pˆ, qˆ) based on
(a, a†). This is all in the mathematics and the procedure works for any
(a, a†). The only physical objects are the contrived (pˆ, qˆ). Now once this
is set up one can refer to the results of Hepp involving the natural conver-
gence Qˆ ∼ √hqˆ → ξ, Pˆ ∼ √hpˆ→ π, etc. to discuss quasiclassical operators
defined by (4.38) via Dˆǫ(z) = exp[
i
ǫ
(π˜Qˆ − ξ˜Pˆ )] (ξ˜ = √2ξ, π˜ = √2π) where
ǫ2 ∼ h. These correspond in fact to certain vertex operator situations from
dKP theory and allow one to give a geometrical underpinning to disper-
sionless or quasiclassical limits via the phase space Γ. The original ∂ and
x, determining a, a† in this particular situation, can then be recovered in a
scaled form x → X/ǫ, ∂ → ǫ∂ via (4.39) in terms of (ξ, π). This makes the
scaling procedure part of a general mathematical framework related to an
underlying phase space. Let us mention also that the idea of classicalization
is of course rather more complicated than simply letting h tend to 0 and
an extensive theory of the quantum-classical correspondence is developed in
[50]. Generally there are a number of classical systems corresponding to a
given quantum system and in [50] for example one works with a classicaliza-
tion in terms of the removal of quantum fluctuation effects in the physical
observables, which is not necessarily the usual limit h→ 0. This really has no
effect on the basic mathematical theory involved here in which quasiclassical
operators are defined and related to the dispersionless KP theory for exam-
ple. On the other hand in terms of suppression or accomodation of quantum
fluctuations (∼ rapid oscillations) the ideas of [50] may well have meaning
and applicability in discussing weak and generalized solutions of KdV type
water wave problems (cf. [27]).
2. SOME QUANTUMMECHANICSAND COHERENT STATES.
We begin with a sketch of some ideas in [17]. Consider a classical system
(2.1) H = π2/2m+ V (ξ);mξ˙ = π; π˙ = −V ′(ξ);
ξ(α, 0) = ξ; π(α, 0) = π;α =
ξ + iπ√
2
The associated quantum mechanical system has the form
(2.2) ihψt = − h22mψqq + V ψ;Hh =
p2
h
2m
+ Vh; iph = h∂q;
3
ψt = Uhψ0;Vh ∼ V (h 12 ξ);Uh = exp(−itHh
h
)
(here Hh is some selfadjoint extension of the symmetric operator indicated
and we use h for Dirac’s slash h). In this context q ∼ x, qˆ ∼ operator, and
(2.3) ph =
√
hp; qh =
√
hq; pˆ = −i∂X ; [qˆ, pˆ] = [x,−i∂X ] = i;
[qˆh, pˆh] = hi; a =
(qˆ + ipˆ)√
2
; a† =
(qˆ − ipˆ)√
2
; qˆ =
(a + a†)√
2
; ipˆ =
(a− a†)√
2
We note that
(2.4) a = ah =
(qˆh+ipˆh)√
2h
; a† = a†h =
(qˆh−ipˆh)√
2h
and this is related to scaling as follows. Let q → ǫq = Q, ∂q → ǫ∂Q, q = Qǫ
(the situation for quasiclassical limit calculations in soliton mathematics).
Then
(2.5) a =
( Qˆ
ǫ
+ǫ∂Q)√
2
= (Qˆ+iPˆ )
ǫ
√
2
= a(ǫ); iPˆ = ǫ2∂Q; a
† = (Qˆ−iPˆ )
ǫ
√
2
= a†(ǫ)
where a(ǫ) ∼ ah for ǫ2 = h. This leads to Qˆ ∼ qˆh and Pˆ ∼ pˆh with [Qˆ, Pˆ ] = iǫ2
and (note ǫqˆ = Qˆ, ǫpˆ = −iǫ∂q = −iǫ2∂Q)
(2.6) Qˆ
ǫ
= (a(ǫ)+a
†(ǫ))√
2
; [a, a†] = [ah, a
†
h] = 1;
iPˆ
ǫ
= ǫ∂Q =
(a(ǫ)−a†(ǫ))√
2
Consider now z = h−
1
2α and U(p, q) ∼ D(z) (cf. (A.5)-(A.6)) with U∗ =
U † ∼ D†(z) = D(−z) ∼ U(−p,−q). Look at a typical expression (|h− 12 |α >=
U(h−
1
2α)|0 >)
(2.7) Ξ =< h−
1
2α|(qˆ − ξ√
h
)(pˆ− π√
h
)|h− 12α >=
< 0|U∗(h− 12α)(qˆ − ξ√
h
)UU∗(pˆ− π√
h
)U |0 >
Using (A.8) one has (a = ah)
(2.8) U∗(z)[ (qˆ+ipˆ)√
2
]U(z) = (qˆ+ipˆ)√
2
+ (ξ+iπ)√
2h
which implies
(2.9) U∗(z)qˆU(z) = qˆ + ξ√
h
;U∗(z)pˆU(z) = pˆ+ π√
h
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Consequently from (2.7)
(2.10) Ξ =< 0|qˆpˆ|0 >
This implies
(2.11) < h−
1
2α|(qˆh − ξ)(pˆh − π)|h− 12α >→ 0;< h− 12α|QˆPˆ |h− 12α >→ ξπ
Thus the scaled variables Q ∼ qˆh → ξ, and Pˆ ∼ pˆh → π, where ξ, π corre-
spond to classical values of qˆ, pˆ.
Now we want to relate this to [47] where it is shown how coherent states
collapse onto coadjoint orbits as h→ 0. Thus, using the notation of [47]
(2.12) Uh(p, q, u) = e
iu
h e
ipQˆ
h e−
iqPˆ
h
with e1 =
iPˆ
h
, e2 =
iQˆ
h
, and e3 =
i
h
generating a Lie algebra g˜h ([e1, e2] = e3 ∼
[Qˆ, Pˆ ] = ih). Evidently, via the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula
for the present situation
(2.13) eAeB = e
1
2
[A,B]eA+B = e[A,B]eBeA
(valid when [[A,B],A] = [[A,B],B] = 0) one has (cf. (A.6))
(2.14) Uh(p, q, u) = e
i
h
(u+ 1
2
pq)U(p, q)
In [17] one writes λ =
∑
λiei ∈ g˜h and ξ = ∑ ξie′i ∈ g˜∗ (for Lie groups,
coadjoint orbits, etc. see e.g. [5;7;8;21;33]). The Weyl-Heisenberg (WH)
group Gh generated by the Uh has Lie algebra g˜h and one has coadjoint orbits
Γ = Ad∗uζ0 for ζ0 ∈ g˜∗h fixed. Thus a coherent state |u >= Uh|0 > gives rise to
a point ζ = Ad∗uζ0 ∈ Γ(|0 > will be a peaked vacuum as in (A.5)) and the set
[u] of equivalence classes of coherent states corresponds to Γ. The tangent
space Tζ(Γ) ⊂ g˜∗ at ζ is now generated by ad∗λ(ζ), λ ∈ g˜h(< ad∗λ(ζ), η >= −
< ζ, [λ, η] >) and T ∗ζ (Γ) can be identified with equivalence classes [λ], λ ∈ g˜h,
via [λ] = {λ′ ∈ g˜h; ad∗λζ = ad∗λ′ζ}. Let Hζ = isotropy group of ζ = {u ∈
G;Ad∗uζ = ζ} so Γ ∼ GHζ . Explicitly, for the WH group coadjoint orbits
correspond to planes ζ3 = constant ( 6= 0) since
(2.15) Ad∗u(
∑
ζie
′
i) =
∑
ζˆie
′
i; ζˆ3 = ζ3; ζˆ1 = ζ1 + pζ3; ζˆ2 = ζ2 + qζ3
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Relabeling ζ1 ∼ p, ζ2 ∼ q one has natural coordinates (p,q) on Γ and a
symplectic structure with Poisson brackets, etc. can be written down. In
particular {f, g} = ζ3[fpgq − fqgp].
Now associated to λ = (p,q,u) one has the operator Λˆ = ( ipQˆ
h
,− iqPˆ
h
, iu
h
)
and hΛˆ is a ”classical operator”, i.e.,< ζ0, λ >= lim(
1
i
) < 0|hΛˆ|0 > exists.
Classical operators are then defined via a symbolic representation
(2.16) Aˆ =
∫
dλf(λ)ehΛˆ
(exp(hΛ) ∼ Uh(hp, hq, hu) via BCH). The covariant symbol (following Berezin
- cf. [39]) Ah(u) is defined as the set of coherent state expectation values
(2.17) Ah(u) =< u|Aˆ|u >h
where |u >h∼ Uh|0 >h, |0 >h being the peaked state vacuum which we simply
write as |0 > when no confusion can arise. Given e.g.
(2.18) lim(h
i
) < 0|Uˆ−1ΛˆUˆ |0 >=< ζ0, Adu−1(λ) >=< Ad∗uζ0, λ >
we distinguish classically equivalent states as those |u > mapped onto a given
point ζ ∈ Γ (i.e. expectation values of hΛˆ distinguish classically inequivalent
states). Then for any classical operators Aˆ, Bˆ as in (2.16) one has
(2.19) Ah(u)→ a(ζ); (AB)h(u)→ a(ζ)b(ζ); ih [A,B]h(u)→ {a(ζ), b(ζ)}
A more or less precise development of all this is given in [47] (cf. also [16;48]).
3. SOME SOLITON VERSIONS.
In dealing with vertex operators in soliton mathematics one will encounter
terms exp(xλ− λ−1∂) which can be viewed in several ways. As indicated in
Appendix A, essentially we will gratuitously introduce a coordinate represen-
tation and coherent states and treat (∂, x) as boson operators (a, a†). First
scale x→ ǫx = Q, ∂x → ǫ∂Q to obtain (cf. (2.5)
(3.1) λ Qˆ
ǫ
− λ−1ǫ∂Q = (λ−λ−1)√2 a(ǫ) +
(λ+λ−1)√
2
a†(ǫ); a(ǫ) = 1√
2
(Qˆ + ǫ2∂Q);
a†(ǫ) =
1
ǫ
√
2
(Qˆ− ǫ2∂Q); Qˆ
ǫ
=
1√
2
(a(ǫ) + a†(ǫ)); ǫ∂Q =
1√
2
(a(ǫ)− a†(ǫ))
6
One can generate peaked states exactly as before, using a(ǫ) and a†(ǫ)(ǫ2 ∼
h). Writing Pˆ = ǫ2∂Q (no i) we can set
(3.2) (λQˆ−λ
−1Pˆ )
ǫ
= αa†(ǫ) + βa(ǫ);α = (λ+λ
−1)√
2
; β = (λ−λ
−1)√
2
In particular if λ ∈ S1 so λ−1 = λ¯ one obtains
(3.3) (λQˆ−λ
−1Pˆ )
ǫ
=
√
2(Re(λ)a†(ǫ) + iIm(λ)a(ǫ))
which however we do not exploit.
Alternatively one can think of x ∼ a† and ∂ ∼ a with (cf. (2.5))
(3.4) a = (qˆ+∂q)√
2
; a† = (qˆ−∂q)√
2
; a ∼ a(ǫ) = (Qˆ+ǫ2∂Q)
ǫ
√
2
;
a† ∼ a†(ǫ) = (Qˆ− ǫ
2∂Q)
ǫ
√
2
;λa† − λ−1a = [(λ− λ
−1)Qˆ− (λ+ λ−1)ǫ2∂Q]
ǫ
√
2
For λ ∈ S1 this becomes (a, a† are based on (∂, x))
(3.5) λa† − λ−1a = λa†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ) = i
√
2[Im(λ)Qˆ+iRe(λ)ǫ2∂Q]
ǫ
Looking at (A.7) one has za†h − z¯ah = ( ih)(pQˆ− qPˆ ) with z = (q+ip)√2h and we
think of ǫ2 ∼ h so ǫ2∂Q ∼ iPˆ . Then compare with (3.5) rewritten as
(3.6) (λa
†(ǫ)−λ¯a(ǫ))
ǫ
√
2
= i[Im(λ)Qˆ−Re(λ)Pˆ ]
ǫ2
THEOREM 3.1. For λ ∈ S1 (3.5) is quantum mechanical in nature with
p = Im(λ), q = Re(λ) (p2 + q2 = 1), and z = (q+ip)
ǫ
√
2
= λ
ǫ
√
2
. The Qˆ operator
however arises as in (3.4) and is not directly a scaling of xˆ (cf. (4.21) for
connections).
REMARK 3.2. Let now λ be general and look at (3.2) and (3.4), with
ǫ2∂Q = Pˆ . For both cases one will have the right scaling to fit in the frame-
work of (3.6) ( (α,β)
ǫ
in (3.2) or λ
ǫ
in (3.4)) but there seems to be no way to
phrase this in terms of unitary operators if λ 6∈ S1 (one would want say λ
real in (3.2) and (α, β) real in (3.4)). Thus we will develop the situation of
Theorem 3.1. In this case we note that the measure dµ in (A.7) is inappropri-
ate and one thinks rather of
∮
dz
z
suitably normalized. For example consider
from (A.5)
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(3.7) un(z) =< n|z >= e− 12 zn√n!
One can then generate an orthonormal set wn = cnun = e
1
2
√
n!un = z
n so
that (z ∈ S1)
(3.8) < wn|wm >= c¯ncmce−12iπ
∮
z¯nzmdz
z
√
n!
√
m!
= δmn
4. CONNECTIONS TO DISPERSIONLESS LIMITS.
We refer here to [2-4;6;8;23;24;42;43] for background. For classical KP
one has a Lax operator L = ∂ +
∑∞
1 un+1∂
−n and a gauge operator W =
1 +
∑∞
1 wn∂
−n satisfying L = W∂W−1(∂ = ∂x, x ∼ t1 - some authors use
x+ t1 in the t1 position). An operator M (or G) is defined via
(4.1) M = W (
∑∞
1 ktk∂
k−1)W−1 = G+
∑∞
2 ktkL
k−1;
G = WxW−1; [L,M ] = [L,G] = 1
The operator M is connected to the wave functionWeξ = (1+
∑∞
1 wnλ
−n)eξ =
w, ξ =
∑∞
1 tnλ
n, via ∂λw = Mw, and M arises in the study of nonisospectral
symmetries for example (see [3;4;7;11;12;32]). Further
(4.2) M =
∑∞
1 jtjL
j−1 +
∑∞
1 Vj+1L
−j−1;Vj+1 = −jsj(−∂˜)log(τ);
G = x+
∞∑
1
Vj+1L
−j−1
where τ is the tau function (cf. [3;4;6-8;11;42;43] for discussion). In particular
one should recall that (∂n =
∂
∂tn
)
(4.3) X(λ)τ = wτ ;X∗(λ)τ = w∗τ ;X(λ) = e
∑
tnλ
n
e−
∑
∂n
nλn ;
X∗(λ) = e−
∑
tnλ
n
e
∑
∂n
nλn ;w∗ =W ∗−1e−ξ = (1 +
∞∑
1
w∗i λ
−i)e−ξ
Now to go to dispersionless KP (i.e. quasiclassical limits) one writes tn →
ǫtn = Tn, x = x1 → ǫx = X, ∂n → ǫ ∂∂Tn = ǫ∂n, with
(4.4) Lǫ = ǫ∂ +
∑∞
1 un+1(ǫ, T )(ǫ∂)
−n;w ∼ e 1ǫ S(λ,T )+O(1); τ ∼ e 1ǫ2 F (T )+O( 1ǫ )
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The latter expression for τ is really an ”ansatz” (cf. [3;4;51;52]) which is
verified in examples (see e.g. [27]). One assumes that un+1(ǫ, T )→ u˜n+1(T )
as ǫ → 0 and we call this again un+1(T ); we omit a discussion of the phi-
losophy of slow variables, averaging, etc. (cf. [3;4;13;18;25;42;43]). We re-
call that the standard embellished (with M) KP hierarchy equations ∂nL =
[Bn, L], ∂nM = [Bn,M ], Bn = L
n
+, Lw = λw, ∂nw = Bnw, become
(4.5) [L,M ] = ǫ; ǫ∂nw = Bnw;w =
τ(ǫ,Tn− ǫnλn )e
∑∞
1
λn(
Tn
ǫ )
τ(ǫ,T )
etc. Write now P = ∂S = ∂S
∂T1
, (T1 = X) and ǫ
i∂iw → P iw as ǫ → 0. Then
Lw = λw becomes
(4.6) λ = P +
∑∞
1 un+1P
−n;P = λ−∑∞1 Piλ−i
(the latter equation being simply the inversion of the first). From Bnw =∑n
0 bn,m(ǫ∂)
mw one gets (with some abuse of notation)
(4.7) Bn → Bn = ∑n0 bn,mPm = λn+; ∂nS = Bn(P ); ∂nP = ∂ˆBn(P ) =
∂XBn + ∂PBn( ∂P
∂X
);M →M =
∞∑
1
nTnλ
n−1 +
∞∑
1
Vn+1λ
−n−1
and writing {A,B} = ∂PA∂XB − ∂XA∂PB there results
(4.8) ∂nλ = {Bn, λ}; ∂nM = {Bn,M}; {λ,M} = 1; ∂nS = Bn; ∂λS =M;
S =
∞∑
1
Tnλ
n +
∞∑
1
Si+1λ
−i; ∂Sn+1 = −Pn;Vn+1 = −nSn+1 = ∂nlog(τ) = ∂nF
Then one defines τdKP = eF , F = F (X, Tˆ ).
In [3;4] we showed how this framework is related to the Hamilton- Jacobi
theory of [32] for dKP. In particular it is important to rescale the Tn to
T ′n = nTn, ∂n → n ∂∂T ′n (this rescaling is also involved in the Landau-Ginsburg
equation and connections to gravity (cf. [2-4;13;25;42;43;49]). Then one gets
(4.9) ∂′nS =
λn+
n
; ∂′nλ = {Q, λ};Qn = Bnn ; ∂′nP = ∂ˆQn = ∂Qn + ∂PQn∂P
Further with (P,X, T ′n), n ≥ 2, as Hamiltonian variables, P = P (X, T ′n),−Qn
= −Qn(P,X, T ′n) = Hamiltonian, there results
(4.10) P˙n =
dP
dT ′n
= ∂Qn; X˙n = −∂PQn
9
Setting PdX + QndT ′n = −ξˆdλ − KndT ′n + dS˜,Kn = −Rn = −λ
n
n
, with
S˜λ = ξˆ, S˜X = P, ∂
′
nS˜ = Qn − Rn, we have action-angle variables (λ,−ξˆ)
where
(4.11) ξˆ = Sλ −∑∞2 T ′nλn−1 = limWxW−1 = limG =M−∑∞2 T ′nλn−1
Let us also remark that, posing w∗ = exp(S
∗
ǫ
+ O(1)), one obtains as above
(w∗ = e−ξ( τ+
τ
))
(4.12) log(w∗) ∼ S∗
ǫ
+O(1) ∼ −1
ǫ
∑∞
1 Tnλ
n + 1
ǫ
∑∞
1
∂nF
nλn
Consequently S∗ = −S.
We recall next that tau functions are generated via Ba¨cklund type actions
from the Clifford group (cf. [8;9;19]). In the bosonic picture this translates
into generation by vertex operators (cf. (4.3))
(4.13) X(λ, ζ) = (λ−ζ)
ζ
X∗(ζ)X(λ) = (λ−ζ)
λ
X(λ)X∗(ζ)
= eξ(x,λ)−ξ(x,ζ)e−ξ(∂˜,λ
−1)+ξ(∂˜,ζ−1)
(∂˜ = (∂1,
1
2
∂2, ...)). Write now e.g. ξ
′(x, λ) =
∑∞
2 xnλ
n with λ ∈ S1 so via
(2.13)
(4.14) X(λ) = exλ+ξ
′(x,λ)e−λ¯∂−ξ
′(∂˜,λ¯) = exλeξ
′(x,λ)e−λ¯∂e−ξ
′(∂˜,λ¯)
= eξ
′(x,λ)e−ξ
′(∂˜,λ¯)e−
1
2
[x,∂]exλ−λ¯∂ = e
1
2 eξ
′(x,λ)e−ξ
′(∂˜,λ¯)Dˆ(λ)
where Dˆ(λ) = eλa
†−λ¯a (cf. (A.6) where D(z) = exp(za†h − zah) and recall
λ
ǫ
√
2
∼ z from (3.6)). Similarly for ζ ∈ S1
(4.15) X∗(ζ) = e−ξ
′(x,ζ)eξ
′(∂˜,ζ¯)e
1
2 Dˆ(−ζ)
This leads to
(4.16) X(λ, ζ) = (λ−ζ)
λ
X˜(λ, ζ)Dˆ(λ)Dˆ(−ζ);
X˜(λ, ζ) = eξ
′(x,λ)e−ξ
′(∂˜,λ¯)e−ξ
′(x,ζ)eξ
′(∂˜,ζ¯)e
One could continue and pass any finite number of Bose operators an ∼
10
∂n, a
†
n ∼ xn to the right (but we do not know at this time how to con-
struct the limiting geometrical object ∼ dispersionless Grassmannian). Here
we simply want to distinguish the (x, ∂) variables as determining a phase
space in the spirit of dispersionless limits (cf. (4.4)-(4.11)) and hence we will
treat (x, ∂) as special and think of the other xn ∼ tn as time parameters
One can also think of multisoliton tau functions of the form (X2(λ, ζ) = 0)
(4.17) τN =
∏N
1 (1 + ajX(λj, ζj)) · 1
in the bosonic picture, and more generally one considers a limiting proce-
dure with N → ∞ (cf. [9;19]). It is folkloric that such multisoliton con-
structions will be dense in some sense but we will not try to clarify that
here. Such τN arise from a construction τ(x, g) =< 0|exp(H(x))g|0 > for
H(x) =
∑∞
1 xkJk, Jk → ∂k, g = exp(
∑N
1
(λj−ζj)
ζj
ψ(λj)ψ
∗(λj)) where the ψ, ψ∗
operators are built up from free fermion operators and need not concern us
here (cf. [8;9;19]). For the quasiclassical or dispersionless situation one must
insert ǫ at appropriate places to arrive e.g. at (cf. [42;43])
(4.18) τ ǫN ∼
∏N
1 (1 +
aj
ǫ
X(T
ǫ
, λj, ζj)) · 1
and we will assume λj , ζj ∈ S1 in what follows. The vacuum vector 1 ∈ B =
polynomial Fock space corresponds to the boson representation and we can
think of τ ǫN ∈ Bˆ = Fock space based on (∂, x) with the xn ∼ tn or Tn variables
as parameteres. Then the vacuum 1 = |0 > can also be represented in terms
of peaked states by our linking procedure and we can look at a phase space
∼ coadjoint orbit based on coordinates p,q as in section 2. The question
then is to relate this to the phase space based on X,P or λ, ξˆ obtained in
(4.4)-(4.11).
REMARK 4.1 Let us note that for λ ∈ S1, λa†− λ¯a in (3.5) (cf. Theorem
3.1) has the form ( i
√
2
ǫ
)(pQˆ− pPˆ ) with
(4.19) 1
ǫ
√
2
(λa† − λ¯a) = ζa†(ǫ)− ζ¯a(ǫ) = i
ǫ2
(pQˆ− qPˆ )
so λa† − λ¯a lies inbetween a classical operator i(p˜Qˆ − q˜Pˆ ) and a coherent
state generator i
ǫ2
(p˜Qˆ− q˜Pˆ ), where p˜ = √2Im(λ) and q˜ = √2Re(λ)((p˜, q˜) =√
2(p, q)) Now via section 2 one has for z = h−
1
2α ∼ 1
ǫ
√
2
(ξ + iπ)
(4.20) < z|(Qˆ− ξ)(Pˆ − π)|z >→ 0
11
so Qˆ→ ξ and Pˆ → π (note (ξ, π) 6= (q,p)). Observe that if we write in (3.4)
a ∼ ǫ∂X and a† ∼ Xǫ then
(4.21) X
ǫ
= (Qˆ−iPˆ )
ǫ
√
2
; ǫ
2∂X
ǫ
= 1
ǫ
√
2
(Qˆ + iPˆ )
Formally it follows that X → (ξ−iπ)√
2
and ǫ2∂X → (ξ+iπ)√2 (cf. (4.33) for further
validation). Thus phase space variables ξ, π coming from z can be compared
to the scaled X variable, which arises in the dispersionless KP situation. We
emphasize here that (π, ξ) 6= (p, q), where we stipulate that (p, q) ∼ ζ now.
REMARK 4.2 Assume we have built up a tau function as in (4.18) and
think of it in Bˆ. One can carry all ∂n(n ≥ 2) to the right to work on the 1
vacuum of B for example so that there remains a sum of terms = functions
of (Tn, ǫ), n ≥ 2, times operators Dˆǫ(λi)Dˆǫ(−ζi)λi−ζiλi as in (4.16) (see below
for Dˆǫ). Note how ǫ arises in (4.18) so analogously to (4.16) we would have
terms
(4.22) aj
ǫ
X˜( Tˆ
ǫ
, λj, ζj)
(λj−ζj)
λj
Dˆǫ(λj)Dˆǫ(−ζj);
Dˆǫ(λj) = e
1
ǫ
λjX−ǫ∂X λ¯j = e
i
ǫ
(p˜jQˆ−q˜jPˆ )
One can use a(ǫ), a†(ǫ), based on (X
ǫ
, ǫ∂X) ≡ (x, ∂) interchangeably with
(x, ∂), consistent with (4.21). The Dˆǫ(λ) in (4.22) lie inbetween a classical
operator and a coherent state generator and we will refer to them as semi-
classical or quasiclassical operators.
THEOREM 4.3. Let Dˆǫ(λ) be semiclassical. Then one can write
(4.23) < z|Dˆǫ(λ)|z >∼ e− 12 e[( iǫ )(p˜ξ−q˜π)]
where z ∼ h− 12α = h− 12 (ξ+iπ)√
2
, h = ǫ2, p˜ =
√
2p, q˜ =
√
2p, p = Im(λ), q =
Re(λ), λa†(ǫ) − λ¯a(ǫ)) = i
ǫ
(p˜Qˆ − q˜Pˆ ), Qˆ = qˆh = ǫqˆ; Pˆ = pˆh = ǫpˆ, and
Dˆǫ(λ) = exp(λa
†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ)).
Proof: First consider (2.11) in the form
(4.24) < z|qˆ − ξ√
h
|z >=< z| (Qˆ−ξ)√
h
|z >=< 0|qˆ|0 >
=⇒< z|Qˆ− ξ)|z >=
√
h < 0|qˆ|0 >→ 0
12
Similarly < z|(Pˆ − π)|0 >= h 12 < 0|pˆ|0 >→ 0. Here z = h− 12α = h− 12 (ξ+iπ)√
2
.
Consider < z|(λa† − λ¯a)|z > for general z. Write λ
ǫ
√
2
= ζ so
(4.25) ζa†(ǫ)− ζ¯a(ǫ) = i
ǫ2
(pQˆ− qPˆ );λa†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ) = i
ǫ
√
2(pQˆ− qPˆ )
Let z ∼ h− 12α as above, based on (ξ, π)((ξ, π) 6= (q, p)). We know
(4.26) < z|(Qˆ− ξ)|z >= ǫ < 0|qˆ|0 >⇒ i
ǫ
p
√
2 < z|(Qˆ− ξ)|z >
= ip
√
2 < 0|qˆ|0 >;− i
ǫ
q
√
2 < z|(Pˆ − π)|z >= −iq
√
2 < 0|pˆ|0 >
Consequently
(4.27) < z|(λa†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ)− ( i
√
2
ǫ
)(pξ − qπ)|z >=
i
√
2
ǫ
< z|(pQˆ− qPˆ )− (pξ − qπ)|z >= i
√
2(p < 0|qˆ|0 > −q < 0|pˆ|0 >)
We can assume < 0|qˆ|0 >=< 0|pˆ|0 >= 0 (see below) so
(4.28) < z|(λa†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ))|z >= i
√
2
ǫ
(pξ − qπ)
where p,q come from λ and π, ξ from z. Note for z = 0, ξ = 0 we have
< 0|Qˆ − 0|0 >→ 0 ⇒< 0|qˆ|0 >= 0 etc. This suggests that functions like
Dˆǫ(λ) = exp(λa
†(ǫ)− λ¯a(ǫ)) should also have limit expressions. In particular
(4.29) 〈z|Dˆǫ(λ)|z〉 ∼ ce( i
√
2
ǫ
)(pξ−qπ)
should be valid for a suitable c (see below). For confirmation we recall first
from [47] that for classical operators Aˆ(Ah =< z|Aˆ|z >h)
(4.30) (AB)h =
∫
dµ(|〈u|u′〉|2)[<u|Aˆ|u′>
<u|u′>
<u′|Bˆ|u>
<u′|u> ]
+o(1) = Ah(u)Bh(u) + o(1)
One could surely base a proof of (4.31) and a determination of c based upon
(4.30) but there is a simpler approach using a theorem from [17]. First note
in (4.21) with X → (ξ−iπ)√
2
, ǫ2∂X → (ξ+iπ)√2 , based on section 2 (as in (4.28)),
that (→ in the sense of (4.28))
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(4.31) 1
ǫ
λX − ǫλ¯∂ → 1
ǫ
√
2
[(q + ip)(ξ − iπ)− (q − ip)(ξ + iπ)]
=
i
√
2
ǫ
(pξ − qπ)
and one can use this this as a validation of the identification in (4.21). More-
over the arrow → is unnecessary since in fact < z|Qˆ|z >= ξ < z|z >= ξ etc.
Now to confirm (4.29) we refer to [17] and recall from section 2, U(h−
1
2α) ∼
D(z), z = h−
1
2α. For suitable problems (2.1)-(2.2) one specializes Theorem
2.1 in [17] (cf. also [45]) to t = 0 to obtain (limit in strong operator topology)
(4.32) U(h−
1
2α)†ei[r(qˆ−h
− 1
2 ξ)+s(pˆ−h−12 π)]U(h−
1
2α)→ ei(rqˆ+spˆ)
Since we are at liberty to choose any problem (2.1)-(2.2) giving peaked states
(based on the identification (3.4)) there is no problem in using Theorem 2.1
of [17]. Then since Dˆǫ(λ) = exp(
i
ǫ
(p˜Qˆ − q˜Pˆ )), h ∼ ǫ2, Qˆ ∼ qˆh, etc. we take
r = p˜ and s = −q˜ in (4.32) to obtain
(4.33) < z|e iǫ [p˜(Qˆ−ξ)−q˜(Pˆ−π)]|z >→< 0|ei(p˜qˆ−q˜pˆ)|0 >= c(p˜, q˜)
But i(p˜qˆ − q˜pˆ) ∼ λa† − λ¯a with a|0 >= 0 so by (2.13) c(p˜, q˜) = e− 12 and
(4.34) < z|e iǫ (p˜Qˆ−q˜Pˆ )|z >∼ e− 12 e iǫ (p˜ξ−q˜π)
which corresponds to (4.29). QED
From the construction (2.16) for classical operators one sees an immediate
generalization for quasiclassical operators. Thus eliminate the u term in
(2.16) and write (cf. (2.14))
(4.35) Aˆ =
∫ ∫
dpdqf˜(p, q)U(hp, hq)
(e.g. u = −1
2
pq removes u and factors of h in f˜ automatically vanish - or
simply integrate out the u term). Now U(hp, hq) ∼ exp[i(pQˆ − qPˆ )] so we
suggest that general quasiclassical operators AˆQC can be obtained via
(4.36) AˆQC =
∫ ∫
dp˜dq˜f˜(p˜, q˜)Dˆǫ(λ); Dˆǫ(λ) = e
i
ǫ
[p˜Qˆ−q˜Pˆ ]
In view of (4.23), for this to make sense one would specify that
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(4.37) < z|AˆQC |z >∼ e− 12
∫ ∫
e
i
ǫ
(p˜ξ−q˜π)f˜(p˜, q˜)dp˜dq˜
be valid. Thus the integral should be well defined and the error term suitably
small. Heuristically we state here (cf. Appendix B for more structure)
COROLLARY 4.4. One can heuristically define a class of quasiclas-
sical operators via (4.36).
REMARK 4.5. We note that the idea of quasiclassical objects in
[42;43] uses a KP based h instead of ǫ, which overlooks the type of ex-
plicit connection to quantum mechanical ideas indicated in the present pa-
per. Physically one can perhaps think of the ǫ ∼ √h smoothing of quantum
fluctuations as related to an interaction between dispersionless limits and
weak solutions in fluid dynamics.
REMARK 4.6. Theorem 4.3 shows that phase space calculations based
on Dˆǫ(λ) have an asymptotic character as in (4.23) and this agrees (up to a
constant c(p˜, q˜) with a direct calculation based on 1
ǫ
X and ǫ2∂ as in (4.21)
and (4.31) (cf. (4.22)). The soliton calculation, not using Bˆ, would pass ∂X
to the right where it would act on 1, thus eliminating it’s contribution, and
this would change the exponential factor corresponding to (4.23). However
(4.23) can be recast via (4.31) in terms of 1
ǫ
X and ǫ2∂ ∼ iP, (cf. Remark
4.7), and eliminating the iP contribution one obtains the equivalent soliton
calculation. Note that the soliton calculation approach does not a priori in-
ject S via P ∼ P = ∂S into the equations; S, and thence P, appears as a
result of the calculations. In this connection we note also that a finite prod-
uct of terms Dˆǫ(λj)Dˆǫ(−ζj) arising out of (4.18) for example leads to (cf.
(4.22), (2.13))
(4.38)
∏
(aj
ǫ
) (λj−ζj)
λj
X˜( Tˆ
ǫ
, λj, ζj)
∏
Dˆǫ(λj)Dˆǫ(−ζj)
= φ˜(λj , ζj, Tˆ , ǫ)Dˆǫ(
∑
λj −
∑
ζj)
where φ˜ = φexp(−iIm∑ λj ζ¯j) · Ξ, Ξ = exp[(λ1 − ζ1)∑N2 ((λ¯j − ζ¯j) + (λ2 −
ζ2)
∑N
3 (λ¯j − ζ¯j) + ... + (λN−1 − ζN−1)(λ¯N − ζ¯N)]. Thus all terms (4.38) are
expressed as operators in Bˆ via Dˆǫ(Λ − Z),Λ = ∑λj , Z = ∑ ζj, and the
estimates obtained via (4.23) apply. It follows that the asymptotic esti-
mates τ ∼ exp( 1
ǫ2
F ) for KP based on quasiclassical soliton calculations are
unchanged and our approach gives a geometrical background for the quasi-
classical soliton procedure. Conceptually one can avoid the original scaling
step in x by arguing via a ∼ ∂ and a† ∼ x. Thus one has given various
Dˆ(λ) = exp(λa† − λ¯a) and the insertion of ǫ can be thought of as a way of
introducing peaked states and thence coadjoint orbit variables.
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REMARK 4.7. Let us write ǫ2∂X ∼ iP and rephrase (4.31) as
(4.39) X ∼ (ξ−iπ)√
2
; iP ∼ (ξ+iπ)√
2
; ξ ∼ (X+iP)√
2
; iπ ∼ (iP−X)√
2
Here (ξ, π) ∼ z, (q, p) ∼ λ, and (X,P) ∼ a(ǫ). From section 2 the z coor-
dinates appear in Poisson brackets {f, g} = ζ3(fπgξ − fξgπ) while from [3;4]
Poisson brackets for X and P = ∂S are eventually defined via {A,B} =
∂PA∂XB − ∂XA∂PB so that {P,X} = 1. From (4.39)
(4.40) ∂π =
1√
2
(∂P − i∂X); ∂ξ = 1√2(∂X − i∂P); fπgξ − fξgπ = fPgX − fXgP
so one has a natural identification of P and P for ζ3 = 1. Note also that
(4.10) becomes then ξ˙ = −∂πQn and π˙ = ∂ξQn.
REMARK 4.8. There is actually no restriction of the form (λj , ζj) ∈
S1 as long as we keep our coherent states |z > based as before on unitary
operators. Thus e.g. in (4.38) replace Dˆǫ(λj) and Dˆǫ(−ζj) arising out of
(4.18) by exp(1
ǫ
λjx− ǫ∂λ−1j ) = exp(λja†(ǫ)− λ−1j a(ǫ)) = D˜(λj,−λ−1j ). Then
D˜(λj,−λ−1j )D˜(−ζj , ζ−1j ) = exp(12(ζjλ−1j − λjζ−1j ))D˜(λj − ζj, ζ−1j − λ−1j ) so
finite products as in (4.38) become
(4.41) φ(λj, ζj, Tˆ , ǫ)
∏
e
1
2
(ζjλ
−1
j
−λjζ−1j )D˜(λj − ζj, ζ−1j − λ−1j ) =
φˆ(λj, ζj, Tˆ , ǫ)Dˆ(
∑
(λj − ζj),
∑
(ζ−1j − λ−1j )) = φˆD˜(µ, ν)
For specific choices of (λj , ζj) one could use (4.23), etc.
REMARK 4.9. One can deal with coherent state manifolds based
on gl(∞) in a general context suggested in [34;35]. Given e.g. imaginary
time coordinates tn, Lagrange equations can be developed via path integrals,
etc. (cf. [26;34;35;37;41]) but a geometrical transition to quasiclassical or
dispersionless limits via collapse of coherent states to coadjoint orbits seems
unclear at this time. We expect that some variation on the geometric ideas
indicated here via the connection to quantum mechanics should also apply in
the general soliton situation. That is, the coherent state manifold should col-
lapse onto coadjoint orbits, and the corresponding Ka¨hler structures should
be related, etc. We have not yet made this all explicit however.
REMARK 4.10. Let us be explicit about what has been accom-
plished here. We start basically with Dˆ(λ) · 1 = exp(λx− λ¯∂) · 1 = exp(λX)
which becomes Dˆǫ(λ) · 1 or exp(1ǫλx) by scaling. On the other hand given
eλa
†−λ¯a (a† ∼ x, a ∼ ∂), we insert ǫ to generate peaked states via a = a(ǫ) =
16
1
ǫ
√
2
(Qˆ+ǫ2∂Q), a
† = a†(ǫ) = 1
ǫ
√
2
(Qˆ−ǫ2∂Q) as in (3.4)-(3.5). Then Theorem 4.3
applies and one obtains < z|Dˆǫ(λ)|z >∼ e− 12 exp[ iǫ (p˜ξ − q˜π)] = dˆ(ǫ, λ, ξ, π)
as the quasiclassical object associated with the operator Dˆǫ(λ). Then via
(4.21), (4.31), (4.39) one creates an X variable (incidentally the same as
X obtained by scaling) and rewrites dˆ(ǫ, λ, ξ, π) in terms of X and P. In
the situation where Dˆ(λ) acts on 1 we need only concern ourselves with
dˇ(λ) = eλa
†
in which case the corresponding quasiclassical object dˇ(ǫ, λ, ξ, π)
becomes dˇ(ǫ, λ,X) = e
1
ǫ
λX (cf. also (4.30)). This may seem like a lot of work
to go from e
1
ǫ
λX to e
1
ǫ
λX but conceptually we have eliminated the ideas of
averaging or scaling the x variable (via fast and slow variables, etc.); such
notions have been replaced by a more geometrical construction. Evidently
one may apply such techniques to any finite number of tn, ∂n as well, and this
could provide a background structure for some kind of limiting geometrical
object (Grassmannian) alluded to in Remark 4.9. In the event that the (ξ, π)
phase space is based on a constrained region (e.g. S1) one has recourse to
peaked state constructions on such regions (cf. [10]).
5. PHASE SPACES, ACTION, AND WKB.
Let us put some material from [3;4] (cf. (4.1)-(4.12)) in a broader per-
spective and indicate at the same time some calculations in the dispersionless
theory. We recall from [3;4] and section 4
(5.1) S˜ = S −∑∞2 Tnλn = Xλ−∑∞1 (∂nFn )λ−n =
−
∫ ∞
X
[P (X ′, λ, Tˆn)− λ]dX ′ + λX ; ∂nF
n
= −
∫ ∞
X
PndX
′;P − λ = −
∞∑
1
Pjλ
−j
(5.2) ξˆ = S˜λ; S˜X = P = SX ; ∂
′
nS˜ = Qn − Rn;Qn = 1nBn = ∂′nS;
T ′n = nTn;Rn =
1
n
λn;Sλ =M;Kn = −Rn
Now for Hn = −Qn we can write
(5.3) PdX −HndT ′n = −ξˆdλ−KndT ′n + dS˜
which reveals S˜ as a generating function of type S˜(X, λ, Tˆn) = F1(X, λ, Tˆn)
for a canonical transformation (X,P )→ (λ,−ξˆ), and (λ,−ξˆ) are action-angle
variables with
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(5.4) dλ
dT ′n
= λ˙n = 0;
dξˆ
dT ′n
=
˙ˆ
ξn = ∂λKn
(and P˙n = ∂Qn with X˙n = −∂PQn). Recall that there are two main types of
generating functions F1(q, Q, t) and F2(q, P, t) for canonical transformations
(q, p) → (Q,P ) satisfying pq˙ − H = PQ˙ − K + dF where H and K are
Hamiltonians. One has in particular K = H + ∂tF, P˙ = −Hq, q˙ = HP , P˙ =
−KQ, and Q˙ = KP in both cases and
(5.5) p = ∂qF1;P = −∂QF1; p = ∂qF2;Q = ∂PF2
(thus −ξˆ = −∂λS˜ and − ˙ˆξ = −Kλ as required)
Now in our semiclassical action principle of [3;4], based on the Jevicki-
Yoneya action principle of [18;49], the quantity S − ξ was introduced via
heuristic considerations and served very well (see below). It’s origin was
the use of log(W ) ∼ −H as an action ingredient in [18;49], corresponding to
W ∼ exp(−1
ǫ
H) in the semiclassical version. Thus a basic action was posited
to be Sp(H) ∼ ∫ ∮ H dk
2iπ
in [18;49] and we observed that Wexp(ξ) = w ∼
exp(1
ǫ
S) corresponds to −H = S − ξ. This identification has an interesting
interpretation in terms of the quasiclassical limit of the Sato equation
(5.6) (∂nW )W
−1 = −Ln−
Thus from (4.7)-(4.9), writing e.g. W (T, ǫ) = 1 +
∑∞
1 wn(ǫ, T )(ǫ∂)
−n, one
obtains
(5.7) ǫ(∂nW )W
−1 → −λn−
Note formally for W ∼ exp(−1
ǫ
H), ǫ∂nlog(W ) = ǫ(∂nW )W
−1 = −∂nH ∼
∂n(S − ξ) while directly from (4.7) or (5.1)-(5.3)
(5.8) ∂n(S − ξ) = Bn − λn = λn+ − λn = −λn−
Consequently one has (cf. also [42;43] for some related ideas)
THEOREM 5.1. The term S − ξ arising in the semiclassical action
principle of [3;4] can be connected to W via a semiclassical limit of the Sato
equation and has the form ∂n(S − ξ) = −λn−.
It would also be of interest to investigate the sense in which S− ξ relates
to action (via residue calculation).
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REMARK 5.2. It is clear that the Maslov canonical operator (cf.
[28]) is connected with semiclassical soliton theory and we wrote this out in
an earlier version of this paper. There does seem to be good motivation for
pursuing this (cf. also [43]).
REMARK 5.3. We mention a few connections of our work to the
development in [43], which has just come to our attention. We hope to
return to this in more detail at another time. We note that in [43] one
writes λ = exp(ad(φ))P, (P ∼ k, λ ∼ L), via a dressing function φ, with
exp(ad(φ))X = X +
∑∞
1 Vi+1λ
−i−1. This last expression corresponds to our
relation WxW−1 = G → ξˆ = X + ∑∞1 Vi+1λ−i−1, derived in [3;4] (cf. also
(4.11)). Thus λ = exp(ad(φ))P and ξˆ = exp(ad(φ))X where (λ,−ξˆ) are
the action-angle variables of [3;4;24], and adφ(ψ) = {φ, ψ}. There is also a
connection to [49] (cf. also [3;4]) where λ = lim exp(−1
ǫ
H◦)Pexp(◦1
ǫ
H) is
used with (f ◦ g)(x, k) = f(x, k)exp(ǫ←−∂ k−→∂ x)g(x, k) and {f, g} = 1ǫ (f ◦ g −
g ◦ f)(Wǫ ∼ exp(−1ǫH)). Finally let us remark that in [43] one provides an
important quasiclassical limit of certain Hirota equations via a quasiclassical
differential Fay identity which has as a consequence the formula (a minus
sign typo is corrected)
(5.9)
∑∞
m,n=1 µ
−mλ−n ∂n∂mF
mn
= log[1 +
∑∞
1
λ−n−µ−n
µ−λ
∂∂nF
n
]
where log(τ)dKP ∼ F and τ(ǫ, T ) ∼ exp( 1
ǫ2
F ) (cf. (4.12). This formula has
an interesting version in terms of the quantity P (µ)− P (λ) which plays an
important role in the Hamilton-Jacobi theory of [24] (cf. also [3;4]). Thus in
(4.6) one writes P (λ) = λ −∑∞1 Pnλ−n where (cf. (4.8)) −Pn = ∂Sn+1 and
−nSn+1 = ∂nF which implies ∂∂nF = −n∂Sn+1 = nPn (note also −Pn =
qn+1 in the notation of [42;43]). Hence in (5.9)
∑∞
1 λ
−n ∂∂nF
n
=
∑∞
1 λ
−nPn =
λ− P (λ) which implies
(5.10)
∑∞
m,n=1 µ
−mλ−n ∂n∂mF
mn
= log[P (µ)−P (λ)
µ−λ ]
We anticipate that this formula might prove interesting in terms of phase
space geometry, topological field theory, etc. (cf. [2-4;13;24;25;42;43;49]).
In particular, in [6] we show how to extract the dispersionless Hirota type
equations from (5.16), using (5.17). These are nonlinear partial differential
equations involving ∂n∂mF, and ∂∂nF which should characterize F.
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APPENDIX A. Coherent states.
We collect here a few remarks and formulas concerning coherent states
and various representations in quantum mechanics (cf. [25;41;49] for back-
ground material). We think of Q ∼ qˆh, P ∼ pˆh as in (2.6) with a ∼ ah, a† ∼
a†h. There are various representations of vectors in terms of coordinates, mo-
menta, number operators, coherent states, etc. and we describe this briefly.
Then, given boson operators a, a† with [a, a†] = 1 one can choose a vacuum
vector |0 > with a|0 >= 0 and normalized vectors (< 0|0 >= 1)
(A.1) |n >= (a†)n|0 > /√n!; < m|n >= δm,n
As an example, for z ∈ S1, a ∼ ∂z, a† ∼ z, |n >= zn√n! , < n|m >= 12iπ
∫
znz¯m(dz
z
).
The number operator is a†a with a†a|n >= n|n >, a|n >= √n|n− 1 >, and
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a†|n >= √n+ 1|n+1 > . In a more quantum mechanical spirit (cf. [44]) one
has position and momentum representations via (recall Qˆ means operator
Q) Qˆ|Q′ >= Q′|Q′ >,< Q′′|Q′ >= δ(Q′′ − Q′), 1 = ∫ dQ′(|Q′ >< Q′|), (∫ =∫∞
−∞), and for states |α >, |β >, |α >=
∫
dQ′(|Q′ >< Q′|α >), with
(A.2) < Q′|α >= ψα(Q′);< β|α >=
∫
dQ′ < β|Q′ >< Q′|α >=
∫
dQ′ψ¯β(Q′)ψα(Q′)
Also in general < β|Aˆ|α >= ∫ ∫ dQ′dQ′′ψ¯β < Q′|Aˆ|Q′′ > ψα(Q′′). For the
momentum representation P ∼ pˆh with iPˆ = h∂Q), Pˆ |P ′ >= P ′|P ′ >,
< P ′|P ′′ >= δ(P ′ − P ′′), 1 = ∫ dP ′(|P ′ >< P ′|), |α >= ∫ dP ′(P ′ >< P ′|α >,
and
(A.3) < P ′|α >= φα(P ′);< Q′|Pˆ |α >= −ih∂Q′ < Q′|α >;
< Q′|Pˆ |Q′′ >= −ih∂Q′δ(Q′ −Q′′);< Q′|P ′ >= 1√
2hπ
e
i
h
P ′Q′
In this context vacuum vectors |0 > such that a|0 >= 0 (∼ ah|0 >= 0) can
be represented in a peaked state or Schro¨dinger form via the coordinate Q.
Thus (cf. [36]) from < Q′|a|0 >= 0 we have (Q′ + h∂Q′) < Q′|0 >= 0 or
(A.4) < Q′|0 >= (hπ)− 14 e− 12hQ′2;< Q′|n >=
(Q′ − h∂Q′)n
(hπ)
1
4
√
n!(2h)n
e−
1
2h
Q′2 = e−
1
2h
Q′2Hn(
Q′√
h
)/(hπ)
1
4
√
n!2n
These will be referred to as oscillator eigenfunctions or the Schro¨dinger rep-
resentation (Hn ∼ Hermite polynomial).
Next, coherent states are defined via
(A.5) |z >= D(z)|0 >= e− 12 |z|2 ∑∞0 zn√n! |n >;D(z) = eza
†
h
−z¯ah ; z = 1√
2h
(q + ip)
We write also |z >∼ |p, q > and set
(A.6) U(p, q) = e
i
h
(pqˆh−qpˆh) ∼ e ih (pQˆ−qPˆ )
Note ah =
1√
2h
(qˆh + ipˆh), a
†
h =
1√
2h
(qˆh − ipˆh), so za†h − z¯ah = ( ih)(pqˆh − qpˆh).
Thus |z >∼ U(p, q)|0 > and one records
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(A.7) ah|z >= z|z >;D†(z) = D−1(z) = D(−z);D†(z)ahD(z) = ah + z;
D(z) = e−
1
2
|z|2eza
†
he−z¯ah = e
1
2
|z|2e−z¯aheza
†
h ;< z|z′ >= e− 12 |z|2+z¯z′− 12 |z′|2;
< z′|ah|z >= z < z′|z >;< z′|a†h|z >= < z|ah|z′ > = z¯ < z′|z >;
1 =
∫
(|z >< z|)dµ(dµ = 1
π
dz1dz2);D(z)|ζ >= eiIm(zζ¯)|z + ζ >
The measure dµ will change for z ∈ S1 or for other constraints. (cf. (3.11)-
(3.14)). One is also interested in the Bargman representation through ψ˜(z)
where
(A.8) ψ(z) =< z|ψ >= e− 12 |z|2 ∑∞0 z¯n√n! < n|ψ >= e−
1
2
|z|2ψ˜(z¯)
Here ψ˜(z¯) is an analytic function of z¯. Finally let us record a formula from
[40] (for [a, a†] = 1)
(A.9) [a, g(a†)] = ( ∂
∂a† )g(a
†); [f(a), a†] = ( ∂
∂a
)f(a)
APPENDIX B. Operator structure.
We elaborate here on (4.35)-(4.37) and Corollary 4.4. First observe from
[47] that given Λˆ ∼ ζ0 (cf. remarks before (2.16)) and ζ = Ad∗uζ0 defined as
in (2.18), the coordinates of ζ can be taken as ζ1 = ζ
0
1+pζ3, ζ2 = ζ
0
2+qζ3, and
ζ3 = ζ
0
3 (with ζ
0
3 = 1 say). Hence (p,q) (note the order) serve as coordinates
on a given coadjoint orbit Γ = {Ad∗uζ0} and if we think of U ∼ U(π, ξ) ∼ D(z)
with z = 1√
2h
(ξ + iπ) as in (4.23), then (π, ξ) determines coordinates on
Γ ⊂ g˜∗ (cf. (2.15) - g˜ ∼ g˜1 or a generic g˜h). Thus U ∈ Gh gives rise to
ζ ∈ Γ ⊂ g˜∗ and Γ ∼ Gh
H0
(H0 = Hζ0) as indicated before (2.15). The map
J : [U ] → ζ : Gh
H0
= M → Γ is in fact a sort of momentum map (cf. [8]).
Recall one defines J via J : M → g˜∗; J∗ : TM → T g˜∗ ≃ g˜∗; J∗ : T ∗g˜∗ ≃ g˜ →
T ∗M ; J∗ξ = dJˆ(ξ) for ξ ∈ g˜ where Jˆ : g˜ → C∞(M) and ξM(m) = XJˆ(ξ)(m)
for ξM(m) = Dtφ(exp(tξ))m|t=0 and Xf(g) = {g, f}. In order to erect some
heuristic structure we will not belabor details here. Now consider operators
Aˆ, AˆQC as in (4.35)-(4.36) so that
(B.1) < z|Aˆ|z >= ∫ ∫ dp˜dq˜f˜(p˜, q˜) < z|ei(p˜Qˆ−q˜Pˆ )|z >;
< z|AˆQC |z >=
∫ ∫
dp˜dq˜f˜(p˜, q˜) < z|e( iǫ )(p˜Qˆ−q˜Pˆ )|z >
From Theorem 4.3 we know e.g. that< z|exp( i
ǫ
)(p˜Qˆ−q˜Pˆ )|z >∼ e− 12 exp[( i
ǫ
)(p˜ξ−
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q˜π)] (z ∼ (ξ, π)) and we assume the error term is suitably small etc. when
writing (B.1) (for Aˆ with < z|exp[i(p˜Qˆ − q˜Pˆ )]|z > this is surely OK for
reasonable f˜). Now from remarks before (2.16) we can write (here think
of Λˆ = Λ
ǫ2
∼ λ
ǫ2
∈ g˜h, λ ∼ (−q˜, p˜) and the e3 terms can be neglected as in
sections 2 and 4)
(B.2) lim( ǫ
2
i
) < z|Λˆ|z >=< Ad∗U(π,ξ)ζ0, λ >
=< ζ, λ >∼< (π, ξ), (−q˜, p˜) >= p˜ξ − q˜π
(ζ ∼ (π, ξ) comes from z, ζ0 ∼ (0, 0), and λ ∼ (−q˜, p˜)). Consequently our
quasiclassical operator AˆQC has the approximate symbol
(B.3) < z|AˆQC |z >∼
∫ ∫
dp˜dq˜f˜(p˜, q˜)e
i
ǫ
<ζ,λ> = a( ζ
ǫ
) ∼
∫
g˜
dλF˜ (λ)e
i
ǫ
<ζ,λ>;< z|Aˆ|z >∼
∫
g˜
dλF˜ (λ)ei<ζ,λ> = a(ζ)
where g˜ ∼ g˜1 say, ζ ∈ Γ, and e− 12 terms are ignored for convenience. One can
in fact take equivalence classes [λ] ∈ g˜, as indicated before (2.15) so that the
integrals in (B.3) are over T ∗ζ Γ but g˜ should be retained for inversion. Thus
one enters the realm of coherent state transforms, oscillatory integrals, Weyl-
Wigner-Moyal theory, etc. with many possibilities for further development
(cf. [14;28;29;39]). In particular one can recover F˜ (λ) via Fourier inversion
which amounts to determining the asymptotic forms for Aˆ or AˆQC from their
diagonal symbols.
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